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Abstract

Automated Planning and Scheduling is a central research area in AI that has been studied since the inception of the
field and where European research has been making strong contributions over decades. Planning is a decision making
technology that consists in reasoning on a predictive model of a system being controlled and deciding how and when
to act in order to achieve a desired objective. It is a relevant technology for many application areas that need quick,
automated and optimal decisions, like agile manufacturing, agrifood or logistics. Although there is a wealth of
techniques that are mature in terms of science and systems, several obstacles hinder their adoption, thus preventing
them from making the footprint on European industry that they should make. For example, it is hard for practitioners
to find the right techniques for a given planning problem, there are no shared standards to use them, and there is no
easy access to expertise on how to encode domain knowledge into a planner.

The AIPlan4EU project will bring AI planning as a first-class citizen in the European AI On-Demand (AI4EU) Platform by
developing a uniform, user-centered framework to access the existing planning technology and by devising concrete
guidelines for innovators and practitioners on how to use this technology. To do so, we will consider use-cases from
diverse application areas that will drive the design and the development of the framework, and include several
available planning systems as engines that can be selected to solve practical problems. We will develop a general and
planner-agnostic API that will both be served by the AI4EU platform and be available as a resource to be integrated
into the users' systems. The framework will be validated on use-cases both from within the consortium and recruited
by means of cascade funding; moreover, standard interfaces between the framework and common industrial
technologies will be developed and made available.
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Executive summary

This deliverable outlines the technical integration of the Unified Planning Framework (UPF) in the AI4Europe
platform1. The UPF is a library that is capable of abstracting away the planning engine details and provides a uniform
API for creating, manipulating and solving planning problems.

The integration of the UPF in AI4Europe is twofold. First, the library is available through the platform for download
and it is linked to several resources contributed by the AIPlan4EU project. Second, we provided a containerized
version of the library with a GRPC2 interface that can be used in the context of the AI4EU Experiment platform3

service of AI4Europe. This integration is demonstrated by a demo solution developed by the project that can be
either deployed at the user premises or on the (beta) AI4Europe Playground.

In addition, this deliverable reports the efforts done by the AIPlan4EU project team to devise a coherent and unified
experience on the AI4Europe CMS by means of simple, yet differentiated user journeys. These will be the basis of the
future integrations and the project is moving through an amendment4 to strengthen the support of such journeys
and to overcome some limitations of AI4EU experiments that are problematic for our integration.

4 At the time of writing

3 https://aiexp.ai4europe.eu/#/home

2 https://grpc.io

1 https://ai4europe.eu
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Introduction

In this deliverable, we describe the status of the integration of the Unified Planning Framework (UPF) developed by
the AIPlan4EU project within the European AI On Demand platform. The integration approach that has been followed
is twofold.
On one side, we enriched (and are enriching) the AI assets catalog of AI4Europe with our planning resources, so that
planning is faithfully represented in the platform among other AI technologies. We created the CMS pages for the
unified planning framework library as well as for the other resources generated by the project; Users of the
AI4Europe platform can now download all these resources directly from the website and they are exposed to all the
information and the use-cases that are contributed by the project.
The second kind of integration is more technical: AI4Europe offers an “Experiment Platform” where AI pipelines can
be created or accessed in a marketplace, we enriched the set of components available in such Experiment Platform
to include our unified planning framework and we created a demonstrator pipeline that can also be executed
remotely in the Playground Platform component of AI4Europe (which is still in beta). The UPF library is wrapped in a
docker container that is usable from the “studio tool” of the AI4Eurpe Experiments Platform in order to construct AI
pipelines involving planning technology.
Finally, we report in this deliverable a user-journey study that we conducted following the recommendations of the
reviewers from the ICT49 Joint Review Meeting organized by the EUropean Commission.

Integration as a downloadable resource

Since the beginning of our project, we contributed the resources being generated within the various work packages
into the content management system (CMS) of the AI on Demand Platform. Starting from the Unified Planning
Framework library developed within work package 3, we created several pages on the AI4Europe website: we added
the profiles of the partners participating in the project and we created descriptions of the various use cases elicited
within work package 2. These pages currently only contain the description of the use-case, but will be expanded with
the specific Technology Specific Bridges (TSBs) descriptions during the development within work package 5.

The resources created by the project have been consistently tagged with the application area and with the “Planning
and Scheduling” label. Moreover, all the resources are linked with the AIPlan4EU project page to identify their source
and simplify the navigation among them (see: https://www.ai4europe.eu/ai-community/projects/aiplan4eu).

In the following, we report some screenshots of the pages created.
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The UPF page
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One of the use-cases provided by the project
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The AIPlan4EU project page
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Integration with AI4EU Experiments
We provide the Unified Planning Framework as a component usable on the AI4EU Experiments platform where it can
be used to integrate planning technology as a service to other AI components or technology specific bridges. To test
this component we integrated it with other components in the demo described below.

Demo Solution
This demonstration integrates unified planning with an execution loop that uses a simple simulated maze that can be
assembled by the user with a web-based graphical user interface. The solution assembled in the Acumos Design
Studio is shown below. The maze-gui can send a state to the simulator and reads back the current state of the
simulation. It also sends the assembled maze as a state and a goal to the executor. The executor will assemble a
planning problem and send it to the unified planning component. If a plan is found, the executor will dispatch the
actions of the plan sequentially to the simulator. If an action fails, the rest of the plan will be aborted. Otherwise, the
executor will report success back to the GUI once a goal state is reached.

In addition to providing a planning service, the unified planning container also starts a jupyter server that allows
users to try out any notebook provided by the unified planning github.

There are three ways to run this solution: 1) locally via docker-compose and a hand-crafter orchestrator; 2) in a local
kubernetes cluster by executing the solution downloaded from the design studio; 3) by using the AI4EU Experiments
Playground (this demo was successfully used as part of the Playground beta test). The latter is the most convenient
way to execute a solution since it requires no local setup and can be used directly from the design studio. A
screenshot of the playground is shown below. Both the GUI and the jupiter notebooks can be accessed from here via
the WebUI buttons on the right. A repository with all components and detailed instructions can be found at
https://github.com/aiplan4eu/ai4europe-maze-planner. This demo is based on a demo created in the AI4EU project
which used a different planner.
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The three figures below show three stages of the GUI. On the left side a maze is assembled but not yet sent to the
simulation. In the middle figure the state has been sent and the internal state of the simulator is shown below. Here,
orange fields indicate starting positions of agents, red fields indicate goal positions, black squares are walls, brown
are obstacles that can be pushed and gray squares are free. The right figure shows the final state after the plan has
been executed and both agents have reached their goal states.
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Limitations and Amendment Measures

During the preparation of the demo described above, a fundamental limitation of the current implementation of the
AI4EU experiments platform emerged: the lack of support for recursive data-structures. The AI4EU Experiments
platform is based on ACUMOS which was initially designed for machine learning systems and for creating pipelines
from data sources to visualizations; the communication between the different components of a pipeline happens by
means of a GRPC interface, which is mediated by a centralized orchestrator. The current implementation of the
orchestrator does not deal with recursive data structures, so it is not possible to create messages containing, for
example, trees or directed acyclic graphs. These structures are very important for symbolic AI technologies as they
are the basis for representing expressions and constraints: as such, they are fundamental also for automated
planning. In addition to this central limitation, we also identified two other weaknesses of the current
implementation of the AI4EU experiment platform, namely the lack of support for enumerations and for union types.
We highlight that such limitations are not impacting only our project, but potentially they are important for any kind
of symbolic AI technology within the platform.

For these reasons, we are currently in the status of writing an amendment to our project in which we invest some of
the resources of work package 7 into fixing these issues in a general and principled way. This is why the current demo
of the UP library in the AI4EU Experiment platform uses a string representation for the planning problem objects
instead of a principled and structured representation. We hope to fix this issue in the upcoming releases of the AI4EU
Experiments platform.
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User Journeys
The AIPlan4EU project, together with all the other ICT49 projects has been involved since february 2022 in a Joint
Review Schema required by the European Commission, where the projects are jointly evaluated by a pool of
reviewers every three months. The aim of these Joint Review Meetings is to foster the collaboration among the
projects and to ensure that the output of the ICT49 initiatives are coherent and integrated. As part of the initial
feedback from the reviewers, we have been suggested to concretely propose a series of user journeys that we
envisage for the tools and components we want to integrate in the platform. For this reason, we designed and
discussed in the AI4Europe Technical Governance Board a comprehensive proposal of our vision for what concerns
the user experience.

Personas
We started our analysis from the fact that on the platform, there are different kinds of users: at the very minimum
we need to distinguish between:

● Business user: Someone who is not interested in the technicalities of the solutions and usually cannot
understand code, but focuses on the impact and the networking aspects of AI and is interested in use-cases
and evaluations. Generally speaking, we can imagine a project manager or the CEO of a startup: looking for
possible solutions to high-level problems, but not at the technical level.

● Technical user: Someone who wants to see how AI solutions work and can understand code. Focuses on
technical feasibility and performance of the solutions and considers hardware and software requirements.
Generally speaking, this user could be a researcher in AI or neighboring field, a startup CTO or a tech-savvy
innovator.

This characterization is admittedly rough and high-level, but it serves the purpose of drafting the user-journey design
that will follow. Moreover, at the moment, content is not differentiated according to the user profile (this is currently
not possible in the platform), so we plan to offer both technical and business content, but clearly differentiate it
visually.

Focusing on the AIPlan4EU project, we believe that the two identified personas will have different interests in the
resources produced by the project. The business user will be interested in the use-cases description and in the
evaluations of the planning technologies in these applications domains: the rationale is that this kind of user is
looking for possible re-uses and adaptations of solutions in applicative problems similar to the ones he/she has.
The technical user, on the other hand, will be more interested in the Unified Planning Framework and in seeing
demos of the developed Technology-Specific Bridges in order to understand the applicability of such technical
solutions to the specific problem thai user has.

Schema of the User-Journeys
From a high-level point of view, we consider two different kinds of resources in the AI4Europe CMS that will be the
starting point of a user journey. The first one is a use-case page of the AIPlan4EU project. In these pages, we
summarize the aim of the use-case as well as the characteristics of the decisions that need to be automated and/or
optimized by means of planning technology.
Starting from a use-case page, we recognize two journeys, depending on the type of user. First, a business user will
be interested in seeing the KPIs on the specific use-case, and he/she would like to see the evaluation results of the
various AI approaches on the use-case. The rationale behind this journey is to provide the business user with the
information needed to assess whether the activities performed on the specific use-case are relevant for the
application problem this kind of user has in mind. A positive evaluation by the business user will trigger a positive
feedback where technical users managed by the business user will explore the solution in the technical detail and
possible contacts and networking will spark from this interaction within the AI4Europe platform.
Technical users, instead would like to be exposed to the implementation of the solution demonstrator for the
use-case, hence they need to be able to not only see a description of the solution, but also to explore an interactive
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demo of the solution, possibly without the need of installing anything on their machines. Ideally, the technical user
will be exposed to pre-constructed pipelines in the AI4EU Experiments platform and will be able to see them running
and possibly interact with them.
The following schema summarizes these two user-journeys.

Similarly, in the case of an asset page, the two user personas will have different interests. The business user will be
mostly interested in reaching the use-cases served by the AI technology provided by the asset; moreover he/she will
be interested in seeing the evaluation KPIs, the TRL and the companies already using the asset in their projects. This
dimension can be addressed by a proper tagging and a suitable structuring of the asset page, highlighting the
hyperlinks with these kinds of resources.
The technical user, instead, would like to be exposed to the demos and the technical characteristics of the asset,
possibly accessing an interactive demonstration, for example using a Jupyter Python Notebook or similar technology
to autonomously explore the technical merits of the AI solution.
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Technically realizing the user journeys
In order to technically realize the envisioned user-journeys we analyzed the services already offered by the AI4Europe
platform and we concluded that we can realize such user journeys in the existing infrastructure by appropriately
design the content in the CMS pages and using the AI4EU Experiments Pipelines and the AI4EU Playground service
that is currently available in beta state.
The following picture summarizes the technical user-journey from a service point-of-view.

Realizing the business journey is easy: we need to define a common structure for the use-case and assets pages that
highlights the subdivision between the business and technical perspectives, moreover we need to appropriately tag
all the CMS pages to create a network of hyperlinks to allow the business users navigation.
The technical journey requires to execute the demo code (e.g. a python notebook or a TSB demo). In order to realize
this vision, there are three AI4Europe services involved:

1. The CMS, to present “static” content (assets, use-cases, KPIs, evaluations)
2. The AI4EU Experiments platform, to create the demo as pipelines for execution
3. The AI4EU Playground: to execute the pipelines and present the interactive GUIs (e.g. Python Notebooks)

Our demo presented in section 2 of this deliverable goes in the direction of serving the second point, the realization
of the other parts of the user journey is future work we will tackle in the rest of the project.

Conclusion
In this document, we presented the current status of the technical integration of the assets and resources produced
by the AIPlan4EU project into the AI on demand platform. We already enriched significantly the catalog of AI assets
contributing our planning technology and the various use-cases. Moreover, following the recommendations emerged
during the ICT49 Joint Review Meetings, we designed and justified a series of user journeys that will be realized in
the rest of the project.

In the future, we will continue working on the integration and we will realize the user-journeys. Moreover, we will
further enrich the AI asset catalog and the CMS pages with the outcomes of the open-calls organized by the project
in the context of work package 10.
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